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Introduction
The work of Nikola Tesla, especially that directed toward world-wide electrical energy
distribution via excitation of the earth-ionosphere cavity resonances, has stimulated interest
in the study of these resonances. Not only are they important tbr their potential use in the
transmission of intelligence and electrical power, they are important because they are an
integral part of our natural environment. This paper describes the design of a sensitive-,"
untuned, low noise active antenna which is uniquely suited to modern earth-ionosphere
cavity resonance measurements employing fast-Fourier transform techniques for near-real-
time data analysis. It capitalizes on a little known field-antenna interaction mechanism.
Recently, the authors made preliminary measurements of the magnetic fields in the earth-
ionosphere cavity. [1] During the course of this study, the problem of designing an
optimized ELF magnetic field sensor presented itself. The sensor would have to be small,
light weight (for portable use), and capable of detecting the 5-50 Hz picoTesla-level signals
generated by the natural excitations of the earth-ionosphere cavity resonances. A review
of the literature revealed that past researchers had employed extensively very large search
coils, both tuned and untuned. Hill and Bostick [2], for example, used coils of 30,000 turns
wound on high permeability cores of 1.83 m length, weighing 40 kg! Tuned coils are
unsuitable for modern fast-Fourier transform data analysis techniques which require a broad
spectrum input. "Untuned" coils connected to high input impedance voltage amplifiers
exhibit resonant responses at the resonant frequency determined by the coil inductance and
the coil distributed winding capacitance. Also, considered as antennas, they have effective
areas equal only to their geometrical areas.
Search coils generate an output voltage having a positive 6dB-per-octave frequency
response slope because they are sensitive to the rate of change of the ambient magnetic
field. The authors initially employed a zero-input-impedance circuit to eliminate this 6dB-
per-octave frequency response slope. (The 6dB-per-octave dependence of the inductive
reactance in series with the coil current just balances, by Ohm's law, the effect of the 6dB-
per-octave slope of the coil-generated emf.) Sentman [3] mentions that he employed a low-
input-impedance preamplifier for the same purpose. The true zero-input-impedance coil-
preamplifier combination also has the remarkable property that, because both ends of the
coil are maintained at ground potential, the turn-to-turn distributed capacity cannot be
charged, and therefore the coil self-resonance is eliminated. Thus, this coil-preamplifier
combination provides a uniform frequency response (no self resonance, and no positive 6
Db-per-octave frequency response slope) for arbitrarily large coils out to arbitrarily high
frequencies. There is a low frequency pole which is determined by the coil inductance and
wire resistance, however.
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Figure 1. Energy flux lines in the x, y-plane. The dipole located at x = y = 0, oscillates
in the z direction. Incident (from the left) is a linearly polarized monochromatic plane wave.
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Figure 2. Energy flux lines in the x, y-plane, for the same physical situation as in Figure
1. -- Figures 1 and 2 are from Reference [7].
The untuned coil, zero-input-impedance preamplifier combination can be improved. To see
this, we need only compare the functioning of a tuned coil with that of an untuned coil.
Aside from the tact that a tuned search-coil antenna has a narrow bandwidth compared to
an untuned coil, the differences between a tuned and an untuned antenna are: In the
untu'ned search coil-high input impedance voltage amplifier configuration, essentially no
current is permitted to flow in the coil, so there is no magnetic field produced by the coil
and, consequently, there is virtually no interaction between the coil and the incoming
magnetic field. In the case of the tuned antenna, however, the inductive reactance of the
coil and the capacitive reactance of the capacitor cancel each other at the resonance
frequency, so that a large current can flow around the tuned circuit. The incoming
magnetic field to be detected excites a current in the antenna coil-capacitor circuit, causing
this circuit to generate, in turn, a magnetic dipole field. This dipole field, in turn, interacts
with the incoming plane wave magnetic field in such a way as to bend the plane wave field
lines in the vicinity of the coil. The result is that the Poynting vector lines, which indicate
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thedirectionof energyflow, arebentalso. A studyof thePoyntingvector lines in the
vicinity of thecoil indicatesthattheinteractionof thedipolefield of thetunedcoil andthe
incomingplanewaveis suchthattheantennacircuit absorbsenergyfrom arelativelylarge
portionof the incomingwavefront. This phenomenonhasbeendescribed[4,5,6,7], but
isnotgenerallyknownor appreciated.Theinteractionresultsinantennashavingeffective
areasgreaterthantheir geometricareas.[8,9] Figures1and2, from Reference[7] are
illustrationsof theeffect. Thus,tunedreceivingsearch-coilantennascanbe thoughtof as
dipole field generatorsin whichthedipolefield is maintainedin phasewith the incoming
field. To furtherreducecoil impedancetoenhancethedipoleinteraction,onecanemploy
positivefeedback,or regeneration.This technique,which isequivalento theintroduction
of negativeresistancetocanceltherealpositivewire resistanceof thecoil, wasemployed
extensivelyin theearlydaysof radio. Regenerativeantennacircuits fell intodisuseatthe
endof the1930'sbecauseof theinterferencetheygeneratedwhenallowedtooscillatedue
to improperadjustment.Isolatingbuffercircuitsbetweentheantennaterminalsandtherest
of thereceivercircuitsbecametheorderof theday. Unfortunately,antennaperformance
sufferedasaresultof this isolation.
Antenna Design
To improve the pertbrmance of untuned antenna coil-preamplifier systems, then, we apply
the principle learned from the tuned case: reduce the coil circuit impedance so that coil
current will be maximized so that the dipole-plane wave field interaction will be maximized.
We begin with the design shown in Figure 3. In this configuration, the coil is attached to
the summing junction of an operational amplifier. The summing junction of the operational
amplifier is a virtual ground. Thus, the coil is connected between a ground and a virtual
ground, and (neglecting wire resistance) there is no circuit impedance other than the self-
inductance of the coil, to impede current flow. The self-inductance of the coil presents an
impedance which is directly proportional to frequency. Also, Maxwell's equations state
that the voltage induced in the coil by the interaction with the incoming field is proportional
to the rate of change of the field and therefore has a magnitude which is also directly
proportional to frequency. Thus, by Ohm's law, the coil current, and the resulting
amplifier output voltage, are independent of frequency.
Negative Resistance Preamplifier
To further improve the untuned coil-preamplifier performance, we can introduce negative
resistance into the coil circuit, just as in the tuned case. The combination of the real
positive wire resistance (and transformer-coupled resistance effects due to eddy currents in
nearby cond'uctgrs) with the negative resistance produced by the active circuitry results in
a coil circuit with as low an effective resistance as desired. One preamplifier configuration
which can be employed to accomplish this is shown in Figure 4.
By Ohm's Law, the preamplifier input current is:
ci-c 0
! (11
B
1
Therefore, the input impedance is:
Z. = _' (2)
in
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Where K = fraction of R2 selected by the potentiometer wiper.
Then, substituting % into Z_,
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So, we see that the input impedance is a negative resistance-positive capacitance circuit.
Putting in the parameter values for our system, we have:
Cc,T = 0.1 16 FARAD.
This is effectively a short circuit for reasonable frequencies, so the input impedance, in this
approximation, may be considered to be simply a negative resistance. When our search-coil
antenna, which has an inductance of +2.15 Henry and a resistance of +49.76 Ohms, is
connected-io the input of this preamplifier, there is a net circuit resistance of + 6.76 Ohms.
The inductive reactance of the coil and the capacitance of the active preamplifier form a
series resonant circuit having a resonant frequency of 0.3 Hz. The +6.76 Ohm net circuit
resistance damps the "Q" of this resonance so that the total active antenna has a flat
response, (+/- 1 dB), down to below one Hertz. The response is flat (+/- 1 dB) out to 5
kHz.
Note that, without the positive feedback provided by the circuit of C and R2, the effective
gain of the preamplifier has a low frequency rolloffwith a corner frequency determined by
the L-R time constant of the coil inductance and the coil resistance. With the parameters
of the coil used tbr these measurements, this corner frequency is 3.68 Hz. With the
feedback circuit active, this corner frequency is reduced to 0.5 Hz. Thus, in addition to
improving the coupling of the antenna to the incoming plane wave, employing negative
resistance feedback greatly extends the low-end flat portion of the antenna-prearnplifier
frequency response.
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Negative Resistance, Negative Inductance, "ZI" Preamplifier
The tuned coil-amplifier antenna circuits of the 1920's had no reactance at the resonant
frequency, and by virtue of the regeneration employed, very little circuit resistance, to
impede current flow at the resonant frequency. One might ask if it would be possible to
obtain the same conditions, i.e., essentially zero circuit impedance, "ZI", in the broad band
case. Figure 5 is an example of a circuit which does indeed provide near zero impedance
in the untuned case. It is the same circuit as that of Figure 4, with the addition of a
capacitance, C3. After an analysis similar to the analysis of the circuit of Figure 4, the input
impedance at the inverting input terminal of the operational amplifier of Figure 5 can be
shown to be:
With:
RR
2 4
Z .... i_R R C Ig)
in R 243
3
And:
RR
24
R
off R3
(to)
Leff= - R2R4C3 (11)
Thus the configuration of Figure 5 results in an input impedance: Z_ = -sCR2R4 - RzR4/R3,
which is a negative inductive reactance in series with a negative resistance. With proper
choice of the values of R2, R3, R4, and C3, one can adjust the total coil-preamplifier circuit
impedance to be an arbitrarily small resistance in series with an arbitrarily small positive
inductive reactance. This is the condition for an untuned equivalent to a tuned antenna coil
with regeneration, and should produce the maximum possible interaction with the incoming
magnetic plain wave.
Another circuit capable of producing the required negative resistance, negative inductance
input impedance is given in Figure 6. The input impedance, looking into the noninverting
input terminal of the operational amplifier is:
g
IN
g
IN I
IN
{t2)
The input current, accordingly, is:
fIN =
E
IN -Eou T
R
3
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Now, theoutputvoltageis:
E --E
0 IN
(14)
Substituting (13) and (14) into (12) yields:
-R R
1 3
ZIN R JwC1RIR3
2
(ts)
Thus, the input impedance is a negative resistance having a value:
-R R
I 3
R I
EFF R 2
and a negative inductance having a value:
c =-c R R ""
EFF t i 3
Results
We wished to confirm by measurement the principle that antenna current causes an
interaction with the signal field such that energy is intercepted from an effective area greater
than the antenna geometrical area. Accordingly, a preliminary experimental test was
performed on a tuned, regenerative loop antenna-amplifier receiver circuit similar to the
standard regenerative receiver circuits of the 1930's. This Q-Multiplier circuit was
designed to maximize the antenna coil current consistent with the requirement of circuit
gain stability and tuning stability. The circuit diagram for this receiver is given in Figure
7. For comparison purposes, a simple voltage amplifier, Figure 8, was also constructed.
This amplifier was designed to have a high input impedance to keep coil current to a
minimum so that antenna-field interactions would be minimized. These two amplifiers
were used to monitor the 24.3 kHz sideband generated by the U.S. Navy radio station in
Cutler, Maine. Cutler is far enough from Washington, D.C. that we can assume that the
radiation as i'eceived in Washington is, to a good approximation, a perfect plane ,,,,,ave. The
coil used for this test consisted of 21 turns of #26 stranded copper wire wound on a 6 1/4
inch diameter form and having an inductance of 116 ,all, a resistance of 1.0 Ohms, and a
distributed wiring capacitance of approximately 47 pF. This pickup coil was connected in
turn to each of the amplifiers, and the output measured with a Hewlett Packard Model
3582A fast-Fourier transform spectrum analyzer. The results were: Voltage Amplifier:
-80 dBV, and Q-Multiplier: -40.5 dBV. That is, with the same ambient signal field and the
same pickup coil in the same position, the measured output signal of the Q-Multiplier circuit
was 39.5 dB greater than that of the simple voltage amplifier.
SPICE analyses (see Appendix) were performed on the two circuits to determine voltage
gains. Care was taken to measure the actual component values to better than 1% accuracy
to assure accurate analyses. Calculated frequency responses are given in Figs. 9 and 10.
The results were: Voltage Amplifier: +51.,6 dB, and Q-Multiplier: +77.9 dB. That is, the
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Q-Multiplier had 26.3 dB more voltage gain than the voltage amplifier. The difference of
39.5dB - 26.3dB = 13.2dB represents an output from the Q-Multiplier circuit which is
more than 4.5 times greater than it should be on the basis of circuit voltage gain alone. This
means that the effective area of the coil in the Q-Multiplier configuration was over 20 times
greater than the geometrical area of the coil and that, therefore, more than 20 times more
power was intercepted from the plane wave front, resulting in the 13.2 dB greater output
voltage. This is sufficient to demonstrate the principle of plane wave-dipole interaction.
The increased output is real signal and therefore represents a real 13.2 dB improvement in
signal to amplifier-generated noise ratio.
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Figure 10. Frequency response of voltage
amplifier. ""
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Figure 11. Negative resistance, negative inductance preamplifier.
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Next, we wished to confirm by measurement, in the broad-band untuned antenna
configuration, the same signal enhancement phenomenon observed in the tuned circuit case
just described. Accordingly, an active antenna preamplifier having an input impedance
consisting of a series combination of a negative resistance and a negative inductance was
constructed by combining a coil with the operational amplifier circuit configuration of
Figure 1 I. As is shown in the SPICE analysis, (see Appendix) the amplifier output voltage,
VDB(9), has a frequency response, given in Figure 12, which is independent of frequency
from 1 Hz to 50 Hz. The voltage drop across the coil resistance, VDB(6,5), is a measure
of the coil current and is also found to be independent of frequency. Thus, the SPICE
analysis confirms that the total inductive reactance of the coil-preamplifier input circuit is
zero from 1 Hz to 50 Hz. The net circuit resistance is the coil resistance of 51.1 Ohms
minus the active circuit resistance of -50.24 Ohms, for a net resistance of +0.86 Ohms.
The net circuit impedance is therefore solely resistive, and should exhibit a positive 6 dB-
per-octave slope when connected to the sensor coil. To confirm this, the sensor coil-
preamplifier system was excited by a magnetic field generated by a small coil in series with
a 100 Ohm resistor driven by the random voltage generator in the Hewlett Packard model
3582A analyzer. The preamplifier output voltage was then measured as a ratio with the
generator; Voltage. The resulting transfer function, plotted as dB vs. linear frequency, is
given in Figure 13. The transfer function does rise at a 6 dB-per octave rate out to 50 Hz.,
thus qualitatively confirming circuit performance. No direct comparisons between
measured output signals and calculated circuit gains could be made as was done in the case
of the Q-multiplier. Apparently the SPICE model, in this instance, does not reflect actual
circuit performance accurately enough for such comparisons, possibly because of
unaccounted-for stray capacitances or inaccuracies inherent in the lumped modeling of the
multi-layer solenoid coil. For example, the SPICE analysis indicates that C2 should be
tuned to a value of 0.0380858uF, whereas the best experimental value is close to 0.046uF.
The curves, Figures 14 and 15, are the calculated coil-active preamplifier gains as a
function of the value of the magnitude of C2. Note the dramatic variation in circuit gain as
C2 is varied in 0.5% steps. This is due to the critical nulling of the circuit inductive
reactance.
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Figure 15. Active antenna current, C2 stepped in 0.5% increments.
To get an idea of the absolute sensitivity of the active antenna system, it was used to detect
the field from a small coil of known geometry a known distance from, and coaxial with the
sensor, and driven with a known current by a sinusoidal oscillator at various frequencies
between 10 Hz and 100 Hz. The amplifier output signal was monitored with the Hewlett
Packard model 3582A fast-Fourier transform spectrum analyzer operating in the single
channel mode. The calculated value of the field which was just detectable above the noise
level was approximately 250 femtoTesla rms. The ambient noise level, typical of a
suburban environment, is such that the electronics-noise limit is estimated to be at least one
decade below this value, or approximately 25 femtoTesla rms.
Conclusion
We have developed active antenna circuit configurations which can enhance the sensitivity
of search coils. The concept of maximizing the antenna-plane wave interaction by
eliminating the effect of the resistance and the inductive reactance of the antenna through
the application of active circuitry was investigated. Measured and calculated indicators of
circuit performance confirm the theoretical dipole-plane wave field interaction in the case
of the regenerative tuned circuit. The operation of the broad band, zero impedance antenna
circuit has been confirmed qualitatively by experiment. Further refinement of the SPICE
computer model will be required to confirm the circuit performance quantitatively.
One might conclude from this study that the ZI configuration is the optimum configuration
tbr a broad band active magnetic field receiving antenna for the ELF band. It could be
argued that antenna current cannot be increased beyond that attained with zero circuit
impedance. A similar situation existed, however, in the 1920's. Tuned antenna circuits
were "pushed" as far as possible with regeneration. Then, a paper [ 10] titled "Some Recent
Developments of Regenerative Circuits", by Edwin H. Armstrong, introduced the concept
of superregeneration. The performance of the superregenerative detectors was so superior
to that of the regenerative circuits that the latter were all but forgotten. Whether or not the
superregenerat_on concept or some other equally revolutionary concept can be successfully
applied to untuned, broad band ELF antennas remains to be seen.
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Appendix
Spice Analysis of Active Antenna Circuits
******* 01/20/92 ******* PSpice 4.01 - Jan 1989 ******* 12:20:20 *******
VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
.SUBCKT OP27SMPL 2 3 6
RI 3 2 6E7
CI 3 2 IPF
R2 2 0 3G
R3 3 0 3G
RLP 1 4 1
RO 5 6 60
R4 60 3G
CLP 4 0 0.016F
ELP 1 0 2 3 1
EO 5 0 4 0 1.0E6
•ENDS OP27SMPL
X1 8 7 9 OP27SMPL
R1 1 0 3G
R4 56 1.0
R6 8 0 100.2
R7 8 9 ll0.1k
Cl 8 9 163pF
C2 0 7 ll0pF
C3 0 7 330pF
L1 6 7 ll6uH
El 5 0 1 0 1
VIN 1 0 AC 1
.OPTIONS NOMOD NOPAGE NOECHO
SMALL SIGNAL BIAS SOLUTION
NODE VOLTAGE NODE VOLTAGE
( I) 0.0000 ( 5) 0.0000
( 8) 0.0000 ( 9) 0.0000
(Xl.5) 0.0000
TEMPERATURE =
NODE VOLTAGE
( 6) o.oooo
(Xl.l) o.oooo
27.000 DEG C
NODE VOLTAGE
( 7) 0.00C0
(Xl.4) 0.0000
VOLTAGE SOURCE CURRENTS
NAME CURRENT
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VTN O.OOOE_OO
TOTAL POWER DZSS_PAT_ON 0.00Eo00 WATT._
**** AC AHALYSTS TD,tPERATURr - 27.000 _EG C
r_rQ
(*1 ..........
L.000[*04 5.]80E_OL
L.O23E-04 5._92E*01
L.O47E*04 5,405[_01
L.37;E-04 5,_LTEo_t
_.096E_04 5.430E*0L
L.L22E*0_ 5.444E*01
L.;O2E÷O¢ 5.488E*OL
L._30E_04 5,503E+OL
_.259[*04 5.520E*0_
1.288E'04 5.530E*¢1
L.318E*04 5.556E_OL
L.349E*04 5.575E*01
L.380E_04 5._g6E*01
_.413E_04 5.6_8E*01
1.445_04 5.641_*01
_,47g_+04 _.665Ee01
1,514E_04 _.69_E-01
1.5m5[*04 _.74gE+OL
L.622E*04 5.78_[_0_
1.660[_04 _.816E*0_
_.698E*04 5.a54E'01
_.a62E_04 6._44E_0_
I.?0_E_04 6._05E_01
1.950[_04 _.I73E*GI
1,97_E_04 6./50E_01
2.342/_04 6._38E*02
2.08gE_04 6.440_0_
2.:38E_04 6.561E_01
2.LS8E_04 6._06E*0_
_._39[_04 _.886E_0_
2,291E_04 7,1_4[*0_
2._44E_04 7.40g[_01
2.399E*04 ?.722[*01
2.455E_04 7.7_4[_01
2.5_2E_04 7._67E*01
2.570E_04 ?.031E*0L
2.692E_04 6,5_IZ*0_
2.7$4E-04 6.356E-01
2.818E_04 6.196E_0_
2.a84E_04 6.054['01
2._51E*04 _.927E_0_
3,090E_04 _.704E_0_
].162E_04 5.605E_01
3.236E_04 5.5_1E*0_
3.3_IE_04 5.423E*0_
3.467E_04 5.260[_0_
3,54BE_0_ _.184[_0_
_.631E'04 5._IIE_01
3.7_5E_04 5._41E_01
].802E_04 4,972E_01
].ggoE_o4 4.906[_01
].981E604 4.842[*01
4.374Z_4 4.78C[_01
4.16_04 ;.719[_01
_.26_E+04 _.659E*01
4._65[_04 4.601[_01
4.46_E_04 4._44[_01
4.57LEo04 4.4_8_*0_
4.677E_04 4.433E_0_
4.786[-04 4._79E_01
4.89|E_04 4._26E601
$.129E-O4 4.222E*01
_,248E*04 4.17_E*01
5.370E_04 4._20E'01
5.495Z_04 4.07_E_01
5,623E_04 4.02_E*0_
5.754E_04 ].%_EeO_
5,388E_04 3.924E*01
6.026E_04 3._7_E*O1
6.166E*04 ).d29[*Ol
6.310/_04 3.782E'01
6.4_7E*04 3.73_[*0L
_.607E*04 ]._89E*OL
6.7_1E_04 ],643E_Ot
6.918[_04 ],$qTE_I
".244['04 3._07E'01
7.413E-04 3.462E÷01
".586Z_04 3._18[*01
7.762E'04 3.373E_01
7.343E_04 3.]29_*01
8.128E-04 ].295_0_
|.SL_E_04 3.198[_0_
_.TLOEo04 ].154E-OL
9,_0E*04 ].068E_O1
9.333E_04 3.325E_0_
_,_CE'_4 2._82E-01
9,'72E_4 2.740E*01
L.OOO[*O_ 2._97E-01
_.0000[_ 4,0000_*01 _,_000_*01 3._000E-01 1,0000Eo02
...........................
*
t
.e
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******* 01/20/92 ******* PSpice 4.01 - Jan 1989 ******* 12:18:59 *******
Q-MULTIPLIER ACTIVE ANTENNA
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
.SUBCKT OP27SMPL 2 3 6
RI 3 2 6E7
CI 3 2 IPF
R2 2 0 3G
R3 3 0 3G
RLP 1 4 1
RO 5 6 60
R4 6 0 3G
CLP 4 0 0.016F
ELP 1 0 2 3 1
EO 5 0 4 0 IE6
•ENDS OP27SMPL
X1 8 7 9 OP27SMPL
R1 1 0 3G
R2 9 12 1.0
R3 7 ii 22.8
R4 7 0 10.21k
L1 I0 12 ll6uH
C2 9 ii 1.5uF
C4 9 8 0.370uF
C5 8 9 ll0pF
C6 8 9 330pF
E1 i0 8 1 0 1
VIN 1 0 AC 1
.OPTIONS NOMOD NOPAGE NOECHO
SMALL SIGNAL BIAS SOLUTION TEMPERATURE = 27.000 DEG C
NODE VOLTAGE NODE VOLTAGE
( 1) 0.0000 ( 7)
( 10), 0.0000 ( 11)
(xi.4) 0.0000 (Xl.S)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
NODE
( 8)
( 12)
VOLTAGE NODE VOLTAGE
0.0000 ( 9) 0.0000
0.0000 ( XI.I) 0.0000
VOLTAGE SOURCE CURRENTS
NAME CURRENT
2-78
VIN 0.000E+00
TOTAL POWER DISSIPATION 0.00E+00 WATTS
AC ANALYSIS TEMPERATURE = 27.000 DEG C
FREQ VDB (9, O)
_)
1.000E+03
1.122E+03
1.259E+03
1.413E+03
1.585E+03
1.778E+03
1.995E+03
2.239E+03
2.512E+03
2.818E+03
3.162E+03
3.548E+03
3.981E+03
4.467E+03
5.012E+03
5.623E+03
6.310E+03
7.079E+03
7.943E+03
8.913E+03
1.000E+04
1.122E+04
1.259E+04
1.413E+04
1.585E+04
1.778E+04
1.995E+04
2 239E+04
2 512E+04
2 818E+04
3 162E+04
3 548E+04
3 981E+04
4 467E+04
5 012E+04
5 623E+04,
6 310E+04
7 079E+04
7.943E+04
8.913E+04
1.000E+05
3.000
6.078E+01
6.077E+01
6.075E+01
6.073E+01
6.070E+01
6.066E+01
6 062E+01
6 057E+01
6 050E+01
6 042E+01
6 032E+01
6 019E+01
6 004E+01
5 985E+01
5.963E+01
5.937E+01
5.905E+01
5.869E+01
5.827E+01
5.780E+01
5.727E+01
5.668E÷01
5.604E+01
5.535E+01
5.461E+01
5.383E+01
5.301E+01
5.216E+01
5.129E+01
5.039E+01
4 947E+01
4 854E+01
4 760E+01
4 665E+01
4 569E+01
4 473E+01
4 377E+01
4 280E+01
4 184E+01
4 088E+01
3.993E+01
0E+01 4.0000E+01 5.0000E+01 6.0000E+01 7.0000E+01
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ACTIVE ANTENNA-BROAD BAND
.SUBCKT OP77SMPL 2 3 6
RI 3 2 4.5E7
CI 3 2 IPF
R2 2 0 400G
R3 3 0 400G
RLP 1 4 1
RO 5 6 60
R4 6 0 3G
CLP 4 0 1.5915F
ELP i 0 2 3 1
EO 5 0 4 0 1.8E7
.ENDS OP77SMPL
X1 8 7 90P77SMPL
R1 1 0 3G
R4 56 51.1
R6 7 0 50.0
*R6 7 0 RMOD 48.8
R7 I0 ii i05.3k
*R7 i0 ii RMOD 100k
R8 8 9 i05.8k
*R8 8 9 RMOD 100k
R9 7 ii 34.0
*R9 7 ii RMOD 51
*R9 ADDED FOR CIRCUIT STABILITY
L1 6 8 0.203H
C2 I0 ii 0.03808581244uF
*C2 i0 ii CMOD 0.03808581244uF
C3 9 I0 200uF
*C3 9 i0 CMOD 200uF
C4 8 9 270pF
*C4 8 9 CMOD 236pF
*C4 ADDED FOR CIRCUIT STABILITY
C5 0 8 229pF -
El 5 0 1 0 1
VIN i 0 AC 1
.OPTIONS NOMOD NOPAGE NOECHO
SMALL SIGNAL BIAS SOLUTION
NODE VOLTAGE NODE VOLTAGE
TEMPERATURE =
NODE VOLTAGE
27.000 DEG C
NODE VOLTAGE
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VOLTAGE SOURCE CURRENTS
NAME CURRENT
VIN O.000E+00
TOTAL POWER DISSIPATION 0.00E+00 WATTS
w
LEGEND:
*: VDB(9,0)
FREQ
,)
1.000E+00
1.122E+00
1.259E+00
1.413E+00
1.585E+00
1.778E+00
1.995E+00
2 239E+00
2 512E+00
2 818E+00
3 162E+00
3 548E+00
3 981E+00
4 467E+00
5.012E+00
5.623E+00
6.310E+00
7.079E+00
7.943E+00
8.913E+00
I.O00E+OI
1.122E+01
i 259E+01
1 413E+01
1 585E+01
i 778E+01
i 995E+01
2 239E+01
2 512E+01
2 818E+01
3 162E÷01
3 548E÷01
3 981E+01
4.467E+01
5.012E+01
5.623E+01
6.310E+01
7.079E+01
7.943E+01
8.913E+01
1.000E+02
AC ANALYSIS
VDB (9,0)
9.0000E+01
1.008E+02
1.010E+02
1.011E+02
1.012E+02
1.013E+02
1.013E+02
1.014E+02
1.014E+02
1.014E+02
1.015E+02
1.015E+02
1.015E+02
1.015E+02
1.015E+02
1.015E+02
1.015E+02
1.016E+02
1.016E+02
1.016E+02
1.016E+02
1.016E+02
1.016E+02
1.016E+02
!.016E+02
I.Q_6E+02
I1016E+02
1.016E+02
1.016E+02
1.016E+02
1.015E+02
1.014E÷02
1.013E+02
1.011E+02
1.008E+02
1.003E+02
9.954E+01
9.858E+O1
9.738E+01
9.595E+01
9.434E+01
9.259E+01
9.5000E+01
TEMPERATURE = 27.000 DEG C
1.0000E*02 1.0500E÷02 I.IO00E+02
*
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**** AC ANALYSIS TEMPERATURE = 27.000 DEG C
FREQ VDB(6,5)
(*)
1.000E+00
1.122E+00
1.259E+00
1.413E+00
1.585E+00
1.778E+00
1.995E+00
2 239E+00
2 512E+00
2 818E+00
3 162E+00
3 548E+00
3 981E+00
4 467E+00
5 012E+00
5 623E+00
6 310E+O0
7.079E+00
7.943E+00
8.913E+00
1 000E÷01
1 122E+01
i 259E+01
1 413E+01
1 585E+01
1 778E+01
1 995E+01
2 239E÷01
2 512E+01
2.818E+01
3.162E+01
3.548E+01
3.981E+01
4.467E+01
5.012E+01
5.623E+01
6.310E+01
7.079E+01
7.943E+01
8.913E+01
1.000E+02
2.5000E+01
3.449E+01
3.463E+01
3.475E+01
3.485E+01
3 493E+01
3 499E+01
3 504E+01
3 508E+01
3 512E+01
3 514E+01
3 516E÷01
3 518E+01
3 519E+01
3 521E+01
3 522E+01
3 522E+01
3 523E+01
3 524E+01
3 524E+01
3 525E+01
3 525E+01
3 526E+01
3 526E+01
3 526E+01
3.527E+01
3.527E+01
3.527E+01
3.526E+01
3.523E+01
3.519E÷01
3.511E÷01
3.498E+01
3.477E+01
3.443E+01
3.393E÷01
3.321E+01
3.226E+01
'3.105E+01
2.963E+01
2.802E÷01
2.627E+01 *
3.0000E+01 3.5000E+01 4.0000E+01
*
*.
4.5000E÷01
• •
f
JOB CONCLUDED
TOTAL JOB TIME 1.15
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